
Wild Apricot Update Pricing* 

Basic 
Update 
$1,250 

Silver 
Update 
$1,800 

Gold 
Update 
$2,300 

Request clone for initial design X X X 
Choose new mobile friendly theme X X X 
Create 1 basic template for all pages of 
updated website using association's 
branding X X X 
Redesign pages to use more images and 
less text to be more inviting to users X X X 
Make use of Blog, Forum & Event gadgets 
as desired X X X 
Reformat and consolidate pages and 
navigation for optimal use of information X X X 
Facebook, Twitter & other Social Media 
links X X X 
Reformat all pages with consistent fonts and 
formatting X X X 
Create 1 additional template for other pages 
in website X X 
Add 1 slider & 1 carousel to website as desired X X 
Make use of secondary Menus to direct 
users to important pages X X 
Enhance Members' Only Area  X X 
Enhance Event Email Templates  X X 
Add new content supplied during update  X X 
Put in links to PDFs rather than having pages 
full of text X X 
Redesign BOD Listing  X X 
Add multiple carousels or sliders as desired, 
i.e., sponsors, newsletters X 
Create additional templates as needed   X 
Review Membership and work with customer 
to redesign membership levels to make 
them easier to manage X 
Design and add Forms as needed   X 
Add Store Front if desired   X 
Create or modify email templates as needed   X 
Add Galleries for Past events   X 
Add new pages for new content as needed   X 
Work with customer to reorganize files in 
a logical manner  X 
Work with customer to archive members that are lapsed  X 



*Based on 100 pages or less.  Please add an additional $1,000 for each 100 
pages more to be converted.  Discounts available for Non-Profits. 

 

 


